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A Land “Wholly Built Upon Smoke”:
Colonial Virginia and the Making of the Global Tobacco Trade,
1612—1776

Edward D. MelUlo

“The Floridians, when they travel, have a kind of herb dried, which with a cane



XU BING: Tobacco Project

In 1612, John Rolfe—best remembered for his marriage to Pocahontas, daughter of
Chief Powhatan of
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A Land “Wholly Built Upon Smoke’

Across the Atlantic, a similar tobacco aristocracy was emerging. Although the vast majority

of Virginia’s farmers spent their lives mired in debt, eking out a hardscrabble existence

from one growing season to the next, a few men, such as Robert “King” Carter, William

Randolph, Benjamin Harrison, and Richard Lee, built sprawling tobacco estates. Their

agrarian dominance translated into an unbridled political oligarchy. “As early as 1660 every

seat on the ruling Council of Virginia was held by members of five interrelated families,

and as late as 1775 every council member was descended from one of the 1660 councilors,”

notes one historian.32

Despite underwriting the consolidation of colonial Virginia’s landed gentry, tobacco also

helped North American colonists topple British colonial rule. During the American Revolution,

Virginians traded tobacco for shipments of ammunition from France via the West Indies.

Additionally, Benjamin Franklin secured a substantial monetary loan from the French

Government using five million pounds of Virginia tobacco as collateraL33 As one historian

aptly put it, the 1700s were the years of “King Tobacco Diplomacy.”34

In the centuries following 1776, tobacco incited more than its share of controversy. A 2009

World Health Organization report noted, “Tobacco use is the leading cause of preventable

death, and is estimated to kill more than 5 million people each year worldwide.”35 Despite

the overwhelming human tragedy that tobacco use has caused, if we take “a plant’s eye view”

of history, the tale of Nicotiana tabacum would be one of remarkable success.36 Currently,

130 countries grow commercial varieties of tobacco, making it the world’s most widely

cultivated nonfood crop.37 Little could Charles I have known that the Virginia Colony,

“wholly built upon smoke,” would play such a crucial role in the globalization of a humble

weed from the Americas.

Edward D. Metlito is Assistant Professor of History at Amherst College.
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